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To @ZZ whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, HUGO ÑVERNER, a citi 

zen of the United States, residing at‘N ew York 
city, in the county and State of New York, 
have invented and produced a new and origi 
nal Design for Carpets, of which the following 
is a specification, reference being had to the 
accompanying drawing, forming a part there 
of, in which is represented a face view of the 
carpet in which the new design is embodied. 
The invention relates to a design to be 

worked into or upon surfaces such as carpets 
or similar fabrics, and it consists in the novel 
configuration of the figures therein as shown 
and claimed. 
The design consists of a bodyA and a bor 

der B. 
The body A is decorated with a series of 

connected leaf scrolls, all the members of the 
scrolls being made up of leaf figures distinct 
in themselves, and appearing one to overlap 
the other, the main stem of the main scroll 
having a petal formation from which the 
bunchings of leaves appear to emanate, and 

the main scroll figure just described termi 
nates in a floral effect. The side scroll tig 
ures, or those which connect with the main 
scroll ligure, have all the characteristics of 
the main scroll figure; and the series of con 
nected scrolls are so closely coiled or con 
nected as to cover to a maximum degree the 
ground upon which they are produced. 
The border B is decorated in substantially 

the saine manner as the body, and is sepa 
rated from the body by a dado of connected 
trefoil Hgures. 

I claim 
1. In a design for a carpet the body A, sub 

stantially as shown. 
2. In a design for a carpet the border B, 

substantially as shown. 
3. The design for carpets, consisting of the 

body A and the border B, substantially as 
shown. 

HUGO WERNER. 
Witnesses: 

J. FRED ACKER, 
CHAs. E. HOWE. 
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